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‘The Boy, the Bicycle and the Bone-Setter’ 

 
By Jean-Michel Papirchuk 

 

 
If you’ve read some of my coming of age stories, I’ve often referred 

to living my first memories at a time when almost on a daily basis 

something significant was happening or foreseeable on the horizon.  This 

episode takes place shortly after the momentous deliverance of Ay-

Champagne and we’d waved a ‘none too soon’ farewell to the 

departing German soldiers.  Atop a vineyard-covered hill, the Wehrmacht 

had installed a strategically positioned anti-aircraft battery to forbid RAF 

air attacks on the railroad Tunnel de Reims, a cleverly camouflaged 

launching pad of VI rockets to rain destruction on English cities across the 

channel.  Through four years a regiment of ‘boche’ regulars was 

garrisoned in an abandoned sawmill that had been gutted by an 

unchecked fire caused by artillery shelling during the German onslaught 

of the ‘War to End All Wars’, namely WWI.   

 

Classified a National Monument, my parish church, St. Brice a 15th 

Century Gothic structure had been cruelly damaged; nearly three 

decades later parts of the roof still open to the elements and gaping shell 

holes in the walls not yet patched.  Ay-Champagne was on the natural 

route of invading armies from across the Rhine River; it had been 

occupied by empire building Roman Centurions and ravaging barbarian 

hordes from the east, pillaged and burned down only to flourish again.  Its 

overlooking limestone hills planted with Pinot Noir, the king of grapes and 

the fount of Grand Cru Champagne prized by connoisseur the world over 
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and praised by no less than Pline the Elder, in the first century AD.  Over 

and over, prosperity followed by catastrophe, until presently once again 

prospering but that’s also what made it special, the people’s resilience, its 

sense of historical character and pride of its contribution to elegant living. 

 

The ‘caserne’ was directly across the broad tree-lined boulevard 

from where I lived and each day squads of green-uniformed soldiers 

would smartly march on their way up to the hill (aptly named ‘froid cul’ for 

it’s north/east exposure to cold winds, the ‘vigneron’, as my father 

explained when I wondered about the odd name, would always work 

upward, stooped over thus exposing their ‘ass to the cold’) to man the 

guns, others to guard the vital railroad bridge and the distillery on the 

outskirt of town that had been converted to manufacture fuel for the 

redoubtable Tiger tanks.   After D-Day, that distillery was the target of a 

USAF bombing raid – on August 15th a flight of Flying Fortress dropped their 

deadly load but not one single bomb came close to hitting the supposed 

target.  Four square blocks of my town’s east end was obliterated with 

considerable loss of civilians whose lives were snuffed out by what is now 

euphemistically called ‘collateral damage’ in ‘weasel military language’. 

The innocent victims included my best friend, four-year-old Franç ois, along 

with his father and little sister.  Oh, by the way the Germans had quietly 

marched out of town one full week before; splendid military recon, lovely 

results.  No valid reason was ever offered for the attack, other than the 

surmise it had in all likelihood been a wartime mistake.  Damn them!  The 

Gosset distillery still produces a reputed Marc de Champagne but I won’t 

buy that brand out of deference.   

 

Almost inevitably even after tragedy on a grand scale as in my 

town’s sorrow, children are seemingly wired to forget sooner than later.  So 

it was with us and one can thank a merciful Providence for invariably 

granting compassionate relief from dire reality.   In the peculiar world of 

kids growing up in rural towns occasionally the word went out and in 

whispers was passed on by word of mouth, “There’s going to be a ‘war.’”  

In the alluvial plain, to the riverside of town, a couple dozen local boys 

organized themselves into becoming French and German soldiers.  Each 

side was chosen and led by the acknowledged leaders, usually the oldest 

and most athletic.  Snappy salutes followed by an elaborate coin toss 

determined the unlucky side that became the hated enemy. In a minute 

the disappointment of the one and the pride of the other disappeared, 

on a signal, we’d whoop it up, charging and tossing mud bombs around 

the vestiges of defensive trenches, now collapsed and grown in but the 

depressions still very much visible in straight lines along the Marne River.  

What fun we had, going home beat and muddied, sometimes with a 
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bruised knee, a scrapped elbow or worse a tear in the pants that had to 

somehow be explained away. 

 

The eventful episode within this rambling story happened the 

summer prior to my second year of primary school, in late July.  My 

parents had good friends who like them were a combination of Polish and 

Ukrainian, from the same area in what was then known as Galicia, a much 

coveted region that all too often changed hands, in turn claimed by 

Poland or Ukraine, at times Russia, Germany or the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire. A characteristic of individual villages was that one would often be 

predominantly Polish or conversely Ukrainian but as years went by 

marriages often broke the boundaries of national heritage. The fact that 

Ukrainians in that area were predominantly Greek Catholic was an all 

important factor, as for example my Roman Catholic Polish mother and 

my Ukrainian father had no problems being married in my mother’s parish 

church.  She wouldn’t have had it any other way. 

 

The until recently childless couple was considered well-off in 

comparison to most of their compatriots as they actually owned a farm, 

not much of one but with a barnyard full of squabbling chickens and 

quacking ducks, a couple of plow horses, maybe four cows, one 

enormous sow and dozens of squealing piglets, plus a warm barn stacked 

with fragrant recently baled hay and several acres of good tilled land.   

How do I know all these details? Because I spent at least two hours, likely 

more, investigating every corner of that foreign territory.  Why so, you 

might ask? I had soon been bored to tears with no one of my age to play 

with and the din and smoke inside the dining room was enough to drive 

me out to fend for myself.  These friends had on the late (so it was 

whispered) finally welcomed a baby girl and they had invited a dozen or 

more guests to the baptism ceremony and subsequent festivities.   My 

father had the honor to be Godfather, a mark of esteem attesting to his 

good character, charm and as my mother would crab just a tad when he 

was solicited again and yet again, “There goes the Champagne.”   

 

Indeed there was always lots of bubbly on hand by virtue of working 

for the famed ‘Maison Pommery’ as well as us having what was referred 

to as a ‘vigne en tache’, a half hectare of prime Pinot Noir vineyard my 

father worked in his spare time, after supper and during week-ends.  Of 

course, we all contributed as a family, mother and my two sisters when it 

came to some of the less arduous but time-consuming work such as in late 

autumn the cutting back of dried vine shoots and stacking the ‘sarments’ 

into bundles.  Proud to show my mettle, I’d drag one down the row tossing 

it on the pile, as high as I could get it all by myself.  Man’s work my father 

would assert when he’d give me a playful jab on the shoulder.  Mother 
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would lay out a tasty picnic lunch and in the chill of the fall season we’d 

roast potatoes in a shallow pit filled with hot ashes.  We’d have been 

burning faggot bundles for hours to warm freezing hands and doubling in 

purpose as a potato cooker.   On the happy day when the grape harvest 

was delivered to the ‘pressoir’ and weighed, my father would get a chit to 

sign that eventually would be paid off by the company.  In a good year it 

was a significant windfall, enough that we could eventually hope to buy 

our very own vineyard.   

 

Actually, one of the salient regrets of my life is the fact that when 

Dad finally was able to invest into a half share in a vineyard with my aunt’s 

husband, we all too soon divested ourselves of it to underwrite our way to 

this country. Ye Gads!  Worse, years later my cousin who had inherited 

sold it for a pittance during a time when grape prices were uncommonly 

low hence the value of vineyards equally depressed.  Champagne is 

once again popping and sparkling around the world, especially with the 

‘nouveau riche’ of Asia’s new economic powerhouses.  As a result prices 

have dramatically changed and that very same vineyard I take a look at 

every time I visit my hometown is according to Jean, my best childhood 

pal and an owner himself worth at the very least a cool million dollars!  Oy, 

that hurts especially that I’m quite certain I’d have seriously considered 

buying it as an investment at a time when I could actually have come up 

with the money, but he didn’t tell and I didn’t know.  There are pleasant 

daydreams when I can visualize myself a reputed maker of ‘millé sime’ 

Champagne, instead I’m here buying wine at five times it’s worth, thanks 

to the British Columbia Liquor Control Board (‘control’ tells it all,) gouging 

for all its worth.  Barbarians! 

 

Don’t get me wrong, mother was generous to a fault and the 

Champagne wasn’t really the issue, I do believe she felt a little slighted 

not to be sought as Godmother more often, after all for a devout Polish 

Catholic having God as an adjective was most certainly a feather in 

one’s ‘chapeau’, or cap if you prefer.  As a matter of fact between what 

Dad received as part of his monthly pay (8 bottles), my mother’s 4 (as a 

part-time worker) and what we received from our vineyard’s ‘ré colte’ 

stacked so many bottles in the cellar the mere thought today brings tears 

to my eyes.   Probably no fewer than a couple of hundred bottles a year 

and my mother not far wrong since my father’s generosity with the bubbly 

well and widely established.   

 

The sounds of boisterous celebration kept me on the outside, idly 

kicking at an empty can, bouncing it off a wall again and again until I 

tired of pretending I was one of my heroes on the Stade de Reims football 

team.  At a loss for something to occupy my time I was sniffling indignant 
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that even my ever-watchful mother was paying no attention to me 

whatsoever.  I was practically sniveling in my misery when I spotted it – a 

shiny red bicycle!  How had I missed it all of this time? The bright red lady’s 

bike was leaning against the whitewashed wall of a small self-contained 

apartment adjunct to the main house and rented out to a young French 

woman.   

 

I had been given my very own bicycle at the beginning of that 

summer but to be candid I had been rather miffed when it turned out not 

to be the shiny new boy-sized one I’d pointed out to my father one day 

walking by the hardware and sporting goods store.  Instead my handy 

father had unearthed a worn-out woman’s bicycle (I always suspected 

from the town’s municipal dump), removed the rust, greased the pedals 

and the two hubs, cleaned the spokes with steel wool and painted it a 

bright green.  When I snivelled it was a ‘girl’s’ bike, he solved that 

problem, or so he thought.  He found a length of steel pipe, painted it and 

somehow cleverly bolted a top tube to camouflage the diagonal, sloping 

design of women’s bicycles.  I wasn’t fooled, it still was a ‘girlie’ bike but 

since it was better than not having one at all I was soon careening all over 

the place as always living a life of pretense imagining I was astride a 

formidable steed and the reincarnation of the brave Chevalier Bayard, 

‘the knight without fear or reproach’.   

 

Looking back I realize now I almost never saw things as they were 

but rather as I wished them to be, and in this case my unwelcome two-

wheeled green bike was loved as a splendid four-legged horse.  I might 

be allowed to observe that after all being a ‘dreamer’ ought to be 

applauded for it often beats reality by a country mile.  I know, I know 

conventional wisdom will aver it’s not conducive to a successful life, but 

then again what some relish as caviar is merely smelly fish eggs for others.   

 

So there it was displayed in all its glory and I immediately saw a fun 

exist out of the day’s tedium.   Gingerly I took it by the handlebar and 

wheeled it next door to where the festivities were going on full-throated.  I 

left it standing held up by the kickstand and purposely stepped in.  I found 

my mother and whispered in her ear, “Maman, I have something to ask.”  

She bent down to hear me better and I told her, “I found a bicycle 

outside and I want to ride it.  Can I?”   

 

I’d thought it would be enough to get her permission but it wasn’t to 

be that easy.  “Where did you find it?”  So I told her and immediately she 

cautioned I needed permission from the celebrating father. I couldn’t 

personally ask as I was daunted by the noise that by now was more like 

drunken bellowing, clinking of glasses held aloft, and for the umpteenth 
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time toasts to the future happiness of the child, to the health of the 

mother, the prosperity of the father, to the generous Godfather and kindly 

Godmother too, and for good measure to all within shouting distance.   I 

pulled on Mom’s sleeve and practically dragged her to the man.  She 

had no choice but to transmit my request, a very reasonable one I might 

add. “Jeannô t has found a bicycle outside, a red one.  He’d like to ride it 

but I said he needed to ask you.”   

 

“A red bicycle? A lady’s bicycle?” He asked me.  I could only nod, 

my nose pointing down looking for unseen mice under the table.  In case 

you might not know under most circumstances I was actually rather shy 

and this was certainly one such time.   

 

 “Oh, I’m sorry but you can’t because it doesn’t belong to us.  You’ll 

have to ask the owner and she’s not here right now.  Sorry, but listen 

where have you been hiding? Go have a big piece of cake.  Go take a 

look at the horses, feed them apples there’s lot’s under that tree.” 

Vaguely he pointed somewhere out there and that was that.  He turned 

his back on me soon hoisting another glass and gulping the contents 

down faster than a parched camel.   Unfortunately my father not a man 

to be outdone was matching him glass for glass as in fairness I must point 

out so did the other men present around the table.   

 

Mother gave me a look of genuine regret, shrugged her shoulders 

and hearing the call of the lady of the house to help set yet more food on 

the table, she was gone and I was left to my misery.   Somebody put a big 

slab of chocolate cake in my hands that I soon surreptitiously put aside 

and with the stealth of a ninja melted out the door.  I thought it best to 

replace the bike where it had been found and so I did, almost.  Indeed, 

although I wasn’t consciously making such a decision I took a long way 

around back to the white-washed wall.  I made a wide sweeping turn, 

mentally calculating that pushing the bike around the barnyard couldn’t 

be considered actually ‘riding it’ and thus I was not being disobedient.   

 

And that’s what I did, wheeled it around, my hands on the 

handlebar, carefully avoiding areas covered in chicken and duck shit.  It 

was well nigh impossible so I veered off and headed for the hard-packed 

dirt path leading from the farmhouse to the paved roadway about one 

hundred metres beyond.  (Didn’t want to dirty the bike, right? I was being 

scrupulous too, of course, sure I was.)  The going was smoother and pretty 

soon I had one foot on one pedal, using the bike like a child’s scooter.  

Well, that was a little more like fun and in no time up I was up to the road.  

What now? Go back but so far I had not been missed and what the heck, 

I could maybe go a little on the paved road.  So I did, but this time I 
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confidently stepped on the near pedal, made one hard push to start 

rolling, whipped my other leg over the frame and I straddled the bike for 

good; no problem as after all it was a woman’s bike designed for an easy 

step-over even wearing a skirt.   

 

The seat was set too high for me so that I stood on the pedals and 

moved on in that fashion; going up the paved road was easy at first.  In 

no time I started huffing and puffing as without much notice I’d gone 

round a sharp corner and the gradient had suddenly steepened 

significantly.  In fact the geography of the area around Vitry-le-Franç ois 

consisted very much of one hill succeeding another.  I was reminded of 

that fact on my last trip to France.  Returning to my hometown from a 

day’s foray to lovely, historic Nancy, when I saw a highway sign pointing 

to Vitry, on impulse I took a detour when the powerful memory I’m relating 

now had suddenly resurfaced.   

 

In my travels I seldom rigorously plan either time or route so it wasn’t 

much of a decision and idly wondered whether I might find the very same 

spot; it was not to be although I may very well have done so without 

realizing it.  Wouldn’t you know it, on my way I got pulled over by a 

Gendarmery radar unit and was promptly fined a hefty 90 euros.   I felt 

really hard done by as I’d merely pulled out and hit the gas pedal to at 

long last pass a smoke-belching cattle truck that had been holding me 

back for miles.  It was the first safe stretch of road as looking ahead no 

oncoming traffic was visible, unfortunately it was also going down a long, 

steep hill and the speedometer made a significant jump.   I eased my foot 

of the gas but too late; dismayed, I saw the cop step out by the side of 

the road energetically waving me over.  Stepping out of the car, I pointed 

to the cause of my exasperation as just then that slowpoke lumbered by, 

“There, it’s him. Look how slow he is.”  True enough several cars were held 

back and one driver quickly looked at the policeman, pointed at the 

truck and made an expressive Gaelic gesture of annoyance.  Good guy, 

maybe trying to help me out. 

 

Explaining the reason for the excessive but very temporary speeding 

to the sympathetic ear of the uniform elicited nods of comprehension and 

I thought there was a chance to get off with a warning. However, he 

explained in a measured, reasonable tone, he couldn’t do a thing about 

it, even though he’d have liked to, since I’d been caught not by him as 

he had no radar but by a camera that was monitored in a distant central 

station.  It was part of the recent concentrated push to dampen the 

unrestrained speeding prevalent on French roads.  The mounting cost in 

lives and broken limbs finally resulted in a national consensus that 

something needed to be done.  Hitting speeders in the pocket book 
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always works except for hard cases and soon thousands of radar cameras 

dotted the national web of ‘autoroute’ and as here a ‘Route Nationale’ 

the vital secondary link between cities, towns and rural France.  I was 

nailed by an unseen denunciator who notified my cop a speeder was 

coming along, license number, car model and speed and that was that.   

 

I expected to be issued a ticket that I’d pay later (or maybe not) 

but the thing is I had to pay the fine on the spot, surprise, surprise!   After 

I’d emptied my wallet, turned out every pocket, scoured the glove 

compartment, slipped my hand behind the driver’s seat where I actually 

found a couple of coins along with my missing pocket knife, I was still a 

little over 2 euros short, about three Canadian dollars.   The only solution 

remaining was for me to drive to the nearest town about 10 kliks down the 

road and get the necessary cash from an ATM.  I was willing but how?  

Here we faced a conundrum.  He couldn’t release me unless I paid up 

right there and now; he diplomatically explained that although he 

absolutely trusted me others less scrupulous might simply keep on going.  

He expressed the regret he didn’t have an interact machine to accept a 

debit card ‘just like police have in your country’.  I didn’t want to tell him 

that no, we didn’t pay fines on the spot but why complicate matters?   

 

Then, Eureka! Unexpectedly he came up with the answer.  “I know,” 

he said, “I’ll put up the rest”.  He actually smiled at his moment of 

epiphany as he dug into his pocket and stacking several coins next to my 

own contribution made up the required sum to seal the deal.  I can’t 

express enough what a fine representative of the law he was and then, 

while his younger partner who had stood by silently bemused by the odd 

situation manned the post, he stepped out of his van for a smoke and an 

amiable chat.   I rewarded the kind man with a long ago story when 

during the war my brave and enterprising mother had been ‘saved’ by 

the kindness of a Gendarme.  I drove away thinking there was something 

about that very area that maybe I should simply avoid in the future if one 

was to believe in the old French saw, “Jamais deux sans trois.”  And yet, 

although there was a price to pay on both occasions the end results were 

worthy of a satisfying dé nouement and who can quibble? Still I’m not 

going back that way, period.   

 

The going was so steep I couldn’t manage to keep the bike going 

in a straight line so I ziz-zagged my way up when a car came from behind 

and the driver impatiently honked the horn as a warning.  Startled and a 

little shaken I thought better of it, stepped off and trudged the rest of the 

way up pushing my ‘steed’ for now I was on a war-footing mode.  I had 

decided to go to the very top and come charging down at the massed 

enemy waiting below. It seems looking back that I spent much too much 
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time at that age imaging situations that were far removed from daily 

reality.  Whence came that propensity for make-believe?  

 

So it was that at the summit, looking far down at the farmhouse 

where the festivities were going on, I thought okay, here I come, look out! 

In no time I was going at breakneck speed.  Wheeeeeeee! Yep, I recall 

making that silly sound.  Leaning forward, head down, feet firmly 

balanced on the pedals I was hurtling down, going fast, too fast; 

belatedly I realized my hands were too small to properly grasp the brakes 

and even so at that speed it wouldn’t do much good.  Nearly out-of-

control, my hair blowing back, Newton’s immutable law pulled me down 

faster, increasing speed beyond what I had ever experienced before.  I 

could see the flat part of the road coming up and there was a flicker of 

hope I’d gradually slow to a gliding stop.  I fought panic and hung on in 

desperation but then came the curve I’d forgotten about.  Instinctively I 

leaned into it but too much so and in a split second it became inevitable I 

was going to crash.   And so I did. 

 

Strange to say as I slammed to the ground I thought only of the red 

bicycle.  My God, I’ve destroyed it!  How will I explain I took it without 

permission?  The bike cartwheeled down the road and even as I was 

tumbling and ripping my knees on the rough pavement I kept my eyes on 

it until it disappeared from view into the deep parallel ditch.  Finally I too 

came to a skidding stop, on my back looking up at a perfectly blue sky.    

Now I was thinking, have I ripped up my pants? As was normal then for a 

boy my age I was wearing shorts and for that special occasion a brand 

new short-sleeved shirt.  At that moment I felt no pain and again my 

thoughts went to the bike.  Had it survived without too much damage? 

Could I surreptitiously bring it back to where I’d found it and not admit to 

any wrongdoing?   

 

How deviously quickly I could think.  Clean and dust the bike, prop it 

up against the wall, rejoin the festivities, retrieve that piece of cake, smear 

some chocolate on my face and pretend I’d been there all the time.  Go, 

now before I was missed and get my plan under way. I rolled over to a 

kneeling position when I sensed something was not quite right.  I felt no 

pain, not even from my bleeding knees but things were odd, yet I still 

didn’t know until I tried to use my hands to prop myself up.  Palms down 

on the pavement I pushed off and then collapsed.  My left elbow was 

totally out of kilter, the bone visibly protruded out of its socket and in no 

way could I straighten my arm.  My God!  You have struck me down for 

my disobedience.  Mon Dieu, mon Dieu!  You have paralyzed me! 
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I’ll say it, in spite of occasional foolishness and minor peccadilloes, I 

was a very dutiful altar boy and the catechism I studied in my Catholic 

education was formal about such things – sin and be prepared to be 

punished if not in this life then at the final reckoning.  No doubt I was 

getting mine right there and then, no need to worry about the future.  

There was but one thing to do and that was to pray and pray I did, with all 

of my heart with all the piety I had in reserve, I held nothing back.  In the 

middle of the road, I stretched out my hands, joined together in the 

classic prayerful fashion toward heaven and started to pray.  “Je vous 

salut Marie…” Somehow I couldn’t get past the opening greeting, I was 

totally out of sync but I could and did repeat over and over, “Hail Mary full 

of grace… Hail Mary full of grace…”   

 

I don’t know how long it was before a passing car rescued me.  

Lucky for me the driver had slowed down considerably coming up to the 

familiar curve just before turning into the lane leading to the farmhouse.  

Yes, the very one I had come from and wouldn’t you know it, the young 

woman was the owner of the bike. Later she would tell how she’d been 

thunderstruck to find a little boy kneeling in the middle of the road, not 

crying but fervently praying and then recognizing her bicycle at the 

bottom of the ditch.  It didn’t take long for the teacher, the renter of the 

small adjoining apartment, to put two and two together.  I must have 

been with the Christening party and so gently as possible she bundled me 

in the car to deliver to my horrified parents.   

 

The story might have ended there and anyone reading might have 

thought I deserved a good tanning and the damage to the bike paid for.  

As it turned out it had landed in thick grass at the bottom of the culvert 

and except for some paint scrapped off it was in good condition.  

However, my arm was grossly out of whack and now the pain was searing.   

Quickly cleansing the abrasions to my knees, Mother was pleading for us 

to hurry to the next town’s hospital but here matters became extremely 

complex and I can’t pretend to say how it happened but it did and 

here’s how things progressed.  The host who was basically intoxicated, no 

let’s be honest, he was smashed insisted he had the perfect answer.  

Going to the city would take too much time and Jeannô t needed 

immediate help – we’ll take him to the ‘rabouteur’, just five minutes away 

and he’ll get fixed up right away.   

 

Now you may wonder what or who is a ‘rabouteur’? I can’t even 

give you a literal translation as my dictionary merely proposes a meaning 

for the verb ‘rabouter’, that in part means ‘to join up’ or to ‘set end to 

end’ maybe as in my case, the bones of the arm.  I suppose in the 

parlance of French farmers who often dealt with a man such as my 
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‘rabouteur’ it was normal to turn the practitioner grammatically into a 

noun.   

 

Before most railroad crossing barriers were automated this ‘bone-

fixer’ lived with his wife in a small house adjacent to where the Route 

National crossed two major railway lines.   His job simple enough, to lower 

the transverse barriers to keep cars and pedestrians from crossing the 

tracks before a train was due to pass by.  Simple enough and except for 

being on the qui-vive for each scheduled train there wasn’t a whole lot to 

keep most people occupied beyond tending a few rose bushes and a 

vegetable plot.  That man was somewhat more ambitious; he’d 

accumulated through reading and observation a useful knowledge of 

bone placement in animals and humans too.  Over the years he’d 

developed a knack for setting broken bones and repositioning as in my 

case dislocated joints.  For the most part he was called upon to tend to 

larger farm animals, injured but not seriously enough to be put down.  

Occasionally he’d yank a displaced shoulder back into place or set a 

broken bone for a parsimonious farmer unwilling to fork out the money to 

seek proper medical care that would include the cost of medicine and 

perhaps splints and bandages.  Known and appreciated he was solicited 

for fifty kilometers around. 

 

My mother was extremely agitated and wanted no part of it but she 

was unceremoniously prevented from getting into the small four-seat 

Renault for lack of space.  The driver was the woman who had found me, 

the party’s host in the front passenger seat and me in the rear seat with 

my outstretched left arm held as steady as possible by my father. A 

second car was eventually found and a few minutes later my mother 

came rushing in but not soon enough to save me from the torture I was 

subjected to and I’m not being overly dramatic.  

 

I was in agony, feeling as if quartered, skewered alive or branded 

with red-hot irons as featured in several gory pictures of medieval ‘social 

readjustment’ in my history book.  For what seemed an eternity I was 

subjected to twisting and pulling, my left arm in turn twisted to the right, to 

the left, and again and again.  I was vainly trying to yank my arm away 

and run for dear life but heeding terse orders from the ‘rabouteur’ I was 

held fast by my father and the host.  The ulna was so far off it’s normal 

setting the man was sweating profusely as he kept muttering, “C’est 

grave… c’est grave…” 

 

Twisting and kicking, squealing and screaming, I was begging my 

father to put a stop to it.  Bug-eyed I remember staring at him white as a 

sheet as apparently my ordeal had sobered him up, fast.  Worried at long 
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last he opened his mouth to put an end to it but at the very moment there 

was one strange, audible snap in my elbow. “Ah! C’est bon. Finalement.”  

Indeed, not a second too soon he’d managed to maneuver the bone 

back into its elbow socket.  The pain immediately eased but not that I 

noticed and when Mom dashed in I ran to her protecting arms bleating 

much like a lamb being slaughtered.  “Baah… maah… Maman, they 

killed me!”  Not almost killed but did and of course Mom took it out on 

Dad, “How could you? Your own son.”   

 

Father as usual when caught in the wrong sheepishly looked down, 

also seeking to find nonexistent mice.   In the few minutes pause that 

ensued while everyone, me included, was taking a deep breath, the 

torturer (although I was assured later was a decent and kind man) took 

another look at my arm.  He immediately reacted, “He’s really swelling up.  

I’m quite sure the bone is properly back into the socket but just the same I 

suggest you take him to town to the American hospital, they’ve got an X-

ray machine there.”   

 

My mother couldn’t agree more and the lovely driver who 

incidentally had locked herself in the car as soon as I’d started to wail like 

a banshee, volunteered to take my parents and me.  Just before leaving 

my father shook hands with the ‘healer’ and asked how much he owed.  

“Not a single sou, Monsieur.  I never take a penny.  Ask your friend.  I’m 

only happy to help out when I can.”  My father made a show of insisting 

so he was told, “I heard you work at Pommery, maybe a bottle of 

Champagne would be very appreciated.”  The next week my father not 

one to like being beholden made the trip with a couple of good bottles 

and one of my mother’s delicious gateau.   

 

Vitry-le-Franç ois had been on the path of the victorious push by 

General Patton’s Third Army and there had been fierce fighting along the 

way.  A modern hospital was built to care for wounded soldiers, especially 

those so severely injured they needed months, even years before being 

well enough to be shipped back States side.  In the post-war years civilians 

were being treated as space became available.  When we got there a 

young doctor was on emergency duty; he took one look at my elbow 

that by now had ballooned to impressive size.  Puzzled he exclaimed,  

“Wow! What have you done to yourself?”   

 

Mother quickly responded, “He fell off a bicycle and this lady found 

him.”   True to her word, she’d not mentioned my visit to the ‘rabouteur’ as 

he’d earnestly asked, “Doctors don’t like what I do and they might cause 

me trouble if they know I had anything to do with helping your son.”  
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Mother lied simply and efficiently, “I don’t know what is wrong but it hurt 

him a lot and when it started to swell so much we came here.”  

 
An X-ray was taken and the results further baffling to the doctor.  

“It’s odd there’s nothing broken or out of whack but I’ve never seen such 

severe swelling from a simple sprain.”  No one offered any explanation 

and in the meantime a nurse put on proper bandages on my knees.  

Painkillers were prescribed if I needed relief later on.  I yet remember him 

as before we left he took my good hand in his, “Listen to me carefully.  

You look like a clever boy, brave too, but here’s the thing.  You’ve had 

the worse sprain I’ve ever seen and it might result in a permanent 

weakness in your left arm.  But,” he brightened up with a cheery smile; 

“You can avoid long term damage if you’ll exactly follow my advice.  Will 

you promise to do it?”  

 

Of course I faithfully promised, as there was something so kind 

about his demeanor and reassuring voice.  “What do I have to do?”   

 

“Here’s what you will do from now on, for the rest of your life.  Okay? 

Don’t worry it won’t be so bad.  From now on whenever you go to school, 

carry your books under your left arm.  Whenever you go shopping with 

your mother, carry her groceries with your left hand.  Whenever you can 

do anything physical use your left hand.  Get used to as it will strengthen 

your arm so you won’t wind up with a bend in it.”  I duly promised and 

although a natural righty, since then and to this day I faithfully adhered to 

the good doctor’s advice and henceforth used my left hand to carry 

anything and everything, always.  

  

In keeping with my father’s oft repeated old saw, ‘there’s nothing so 

bad that doesn’t bring along some good’, I was hailed a semi-hero when 

appearing on the first day back to school my arm conspicuously in a 

white linen sling.  I was to wear it several weeks in keeping with doctor’s 

orders. My best friend Jean Henry insisted on toting my books (I allowed 

that as a momentary lapse from my promise) home from school although 

a mere half a block away and to show proper deference in other matters.  

It was almost with regret the day came when our family doctor after 

examining and bending my elbow back and forth, putting pressure on it 

backwards to see if I’d yelp in pain and I did not, judged I was henceforth 

sufficiently healed and the sling could be discarded permanently.  Sure, I’ll 

admit I almost felt like giving a little contained yelp, a heroic half-smile to 

demonstrate indeed there was pain still but I thought of it just a second 

too late and realized it would come through for what it was, acting up to 

generate sympathy.  Indeed, its always nice to have people gush, “Ooh, 
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poor boy, how brave he is…” and the like but it was the idea of losing my 

faithful arm sling that bothered me as it had become, in my eyes at least, 

the definite badge of courage and what boy can resist the idea of being 

a hero?  

 

Eventually daily life returned to normal but on occasion my father 

was made to pay yet again for having had me ‘tortured’ as my mother 

would reproach.  Never one to pass up a good thing, and sensing an 

advantage I would immediately pretend to forgive him.  I’d pipe up, “It’s 

alright Papa, I’m completely healed now and there’s only a little bend in 

my left arm, that’s all.”  True enough, even to this day my left arm is a little 

bit askew and the flexor (so I believe it’s called) less developed than the 

right, but what a perfidious little bugger I was, knowing full well Dad would 

endeavor yet again to come up with a little gift, something he’d bring 

back from a hard day’s work in the vineyards, a pocket full of sweet wild 

plums, in the fall a rare juicy quince or two, construct a wooden toy for 

me, make a reed flute or some other clever invention.  I believed then he 

was atoning for his sin but eventually when I matured as a man at long 

last I realized he simply loved me without a perceived need for forgiveness 

and that was that.   
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